You Draw Me
Crazy
Game Time – Week 2
This is a drawing game where one person draws a picture without talking or using words while someone
else tries to guess what they are drawing. The way the game is played will differ depending on how you
are using the Remote Rangers materials. If you are using them at home with your family, follow the
family format below. If you are using them as part of an online Royal Rangers meeting with a group,
follow the group format.

If you have enough people to divide into two teams, follow the group format below (except for the
references to online cameras). If your group is small, play as one group without keeping score or
tracking times.
Prepare a list in advance of items to be drawn. Images to be drawn should be selected by some random
means, such as writing them on small slips of paper and drawing them out of a hat. Take turns drawing
& guessing the image being drawn.

Divide the group into two teams. The leader will need to prepare a list in advance of items to be drawn.
Images to be drawn should be selected by some random means. Teams take turns drawing & guessing
with the leader tracking the amount of time it takes for the team to guess the image correctly. One
person from each team will draw the assigned image and hold it up periodically in front of their camera
for everyone else on their team to see, or some other way of enabling the drawing to be seen by the
other team members. Once the first team has correctly guessed their image and their time is recorded,
the second team begins by selecting or being assigned a new image and process repeats.
The team with the least cumulative time wins.

